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NEW AND POPULAR PRODUCTS 2020



Laurie Wiid van Heerden established his studio, 
Wiid Design, in Cape Town in 2013. Often working 
collaboratively with other artists and across a wide 
variety of materials, Laurie’s product range spans from 
furniture, lighting, ceramics, tableware and collectible 
objects that combine specialist manufacturing with 
handcrafting.

The studio has become well-known for its innovative 
use of cork in high-end product design, architecture 
and large-scale production manufacturing. Recognised 
as an African “ambassador” for cork by Portuguese 
producer Amorim, Laurie has pushed the boundaries 
of the material to achieve a number of world “firsts” 
– including the world’s largest cork pendant light and 
cork cabinet.

Laurie Wiid’s work comes from a conceptual and 
artistic environment, where he forms part of a new 
generation of designers where function and form are 
brought together by technical know-how at the service 
of an initial concept. Each of Laurie’s creations reflects 
his respect for the environment and the particular 
importance he places on the quality and longevity of the 
materials used.



Furniture 

Meraki Occasional Chair
The Meraki Occasional Chair is manufactured from organic and 
completely recyclable light cork and American soft maple. The initial 
shape and inspiration derived from research based on the Senufo 
people of West Africa. 



“CERAMIC MATTERS and WIID DESIGN
follow their own paths while collaborating regularly on furniture where the 
clean lines imagined by WIID DESIGN are decorated with the shimmering 
colours of CERAMIC MATTERS. But above all what brings them together is 
a search for a place where the lines between art, design and craft are blurred, 
something unique to the South African creative scene.”                 

 Bonne Espérance Gallery, Paris 
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Ceramic Tables 
The ceramic tables are a collaboration by 
Wiid Design and Ceramic Matters. Each tile is 
handmade from earthenware ceramic, finished 
with a unique Ceramic Matters reactive glaze. 
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Cork & Marble Table 
This unique marble dining table incorporates a solid light 
facade cork base with a unique, imported marble top, 
creating a design that explores the relationship between 
natural materials, textures, colours and proportions.



Cork, Steel & Concrete Bar Stools
Wiid Design’s cork bar stools are manufactured from a concrete or terrazzo 
base,  the solid natural cork seats are available in four different cork grades 
and the steel is powder coated in a durable outdoor coating. Built -in ball 
bearings allows each bar stool to swivel, this product is used in residential 
and commercial projects.



Cork Stools
The highly popular cork stools  are manufactured from organic and completely recyclable dark or light grades 
cork. Various shapes are available and the different grades of cork provides the option for indoor and outdoor use. 



New African Cork Side Tables, with Terrazzo or Granite Inlays   



Concrete Benches, 2m Terrazzo Bench  
The 2m concrete benches are designed to be relatively lightweight and is 
suited for outdoor use. These designer benches are manufactured within 
a mould from concrete, stone and reinforced steel, the terrazzo bench 
is always polished to a smooth finish. The legs are manufactured from 
stainless steel, and available in various finishes. 



Dark Cork Low Table with Terrazzo Inlay
This new version of our original Dark Cork Low Table 
features a terrazzo stone inlay, this added detail increases 
the surface durability and also allows more flexibility for 
clients. The stone inlay can be customised and the options 
are dependant on the available material.



Marble, Stone & Cork Tables
Custom, collaborative and commissioned pieces. 



Marble, Stone & Cork Tables
Custom and commissioned pieces forms part of our day to day 
services.  These beautiful custom designed and manufactured coffee 
tables where done in collaboration with Rotem Sharchar and Megan 
Bond from MR. Design Studio for La Petite Colombe in Franschhoek.



BODULO Benches
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BODULO Benches
Manufactured  in Cape Town from organic 
and completely recyclable light cork. These 
unique benches is another example of  Wiid’s 
collaborations, the cork is manufactured 
from recycled cork particles and is produced 
industrially with- out the use of additives.The 
bench seat is manufactured from high quality 
upholstered leather with artworks and graphics 
printed onto the surface. 

This new collection is a vibrant interpretation 
of Sotho culture, the initial bench concepts 
was designed by up-and-coming Khosi Leteba 
and brought to life in collaboration with Wiid 
Design, with Creative Direction by Tracy Lynch 
of the Nando’s Design Programme, Clout.
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Painted Cork Stools
The cork Stools are one of our most 
popular products and they are now 
available in colour.
The various painted finishes makes each 
stool unique and also places emphasise 
on the beautiful texture of cork. 



Painted Cork and Glass, Tall Table
This piece plays with paint pigments to emphasize the unique 
texture of the cork in combination with the smooth surface 
and contemporary feel of the glass. The cork as material is 
transformed with a coat of unique Mexican cobalt blue paint.



Curiosity Benches 
The Curiosity Benches are a collaboration  between Wiid Design and artist Anthony 
Harris from Ceramic Matters. The benches are fabricated from 5mm, electro-galvanised 
mild steel. Prepped with automotive base coats and primer, hand drawn with graffiti 
markers by artist Anthony Harris and sealed with 2K clear automotive lacquer. 
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Capped Wheatear Bench
The Capped Wheatear Bench  is the latest 
collaboration between Wiid Design and artist 
Gerick Terblanche. Gerick explored a new 
technique of painting with acrylic onto steel. The 
surface is sealed with 2K clear automotive lacquer.



Angle Cork Pendants 
Our large Angled Cork Pendants 
are 580mm in height by 400mm in 
diameter, manufactured from 100% 
organic and completely recycled cork.

Lighting



African Cork Pendants
Inspired by various African shapes, this collection consists 
of 6 different shapes. Each unit can be custom painted in 
different colours. Custom requests on colours are however 
dependant on the quantity ordered and the project.



Large Cork Pendants Lights 
One of our first pendants, this large pendant 
is still considered  to be the world’s largest 
cork pendant manufactured from dark 
façade grade cork. Popular in residential 
and commercial projects. The shade is 
60mm solid cork and the diameter is almost 
a meter. Available in a standing version or 
custom wall or ceiling-mounted options.



We have a wide range of ceramics, the collection consists of vases, containers, lights to small sculptural cups.
Selected collaborative products, finished in reactive glazes are in collaboration with Ceramic Matters.

Ceramics 



Round Vases in black clay 
This new collection is manufactured from solid black clay, with a copper carbonate glaze. 
The vases are available in small & large sizes, with the option of an angled neck  
or a full-length neck. The full neck vases are fitted with a handmade, custom cork closure. 
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Tall Neck Vases 
The Tall Neck Vase is one of our first ceramic vases, the warped versions are in collaboration with 
Ceramic Matters, whereby the indentations are all unique and made by hand. The standard shapes can 
be glazed and finished in various glazes and the warped versions are available in CM reactive glazes.
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For more information or to request  individual catalogues,  
please send us an email on: laurie@wiiddesign.co.za

Please visit us at http://www.wiiddesign.co.za  
and on our social media pages.

Photos by Justin Patrick 
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